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PREFACE.
This little book is a translation in English of a
pamphlet published last February with the latest
figures available , and based on a speech delivered at
the reception given to principals of middle schools
making a short stop in Keijo on their way to Mukden ,
where a conference of all middle school principals in
the Empire was held in October of the tenth year of
Taisho (1 92 1).

DEVELOPMENT OF CHOSEN
AND
NECESSITY OF SPIRITUAL ENLIGHTENMENT

I.

CHOSEN AFTER ANNEXATION
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Chosen was.annexed to Japan , and 14 years have elapsed
since the Government.General began its administration on
the first of Oc1 ol:e r following. During this period both
Government and people have done their utmost to effect the
development and progress of Chosen in every way possible,
spending large sums of money on this great aim. How
much have they actually expended7 The aggregate amount
by the Government-General and the home Government up
to the end of the 12th year of Taisho (1 923) was in round
numbers 1,350,000,000 yen of which 1,130,000 ,000 yen came
from the revenue of the Government-General of Chosen ,
180,000,000 νen from the home Government in defrayment of
expenditure on the military forces stationed in the peninsula
to maintain peace and order, and 40 ,000 ,000 νen from special
donations in the form of Imperial Donation Funds at the time of
annexation and other peculiar occasions. To give in detail the
expenditure of 1,130,OCO ,COO νln， by the Government.GeneraJ ,
1RO,000,000 yen was met by public lcans and 950 ,CCO ,CCO 짜%
by the ordinary revenue of the country; 820 ,OOO ,COO νen of
this being raised by taxes , etc. , in the country itself and
1 30 ,000,000 νeη granted in the form of an annual Subsidy by
the Financial Department 0f the home Governmen t. Thus the
Yen ... 28. Od. 682
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total expenditure of the Government-General from the home
Government up to the end of the 12th year of Taisho( 1923) in
the administration of Chosen amounted to some 1, 350,000 ,000
νen， of which , broadly speaking , 820,000,000 yen was obtained
from Korean sources of revenue and 530 ,000,000 yeη îrom
the Government in Japan. 80 much for expenditure by the
Governme
밍따
n1

regard to investment by the Japanese people in “t h매 e devtlopment of industry in the peninsula , the total amount coming
from Japan into Chosen c:mnot be exactly estimated , but
seeing that 290,000 ,000 yen was brought in by well-established
companies in the form of capital or investment , it may well
be estimated that these with small companies and individuaμ
have invested well over 350,000,000 yen. If so , it is not far
from actual fact to say that the combined expenditure by tbe
Government and the people for the development of the
peninsula since its annexatiün by J apan totals some 1,700,000,
000 νeη.
Thus , thanks to the Japanese administration ,
Chosen is now enjoying peace and order, and a daily development in the welfare of her people, and this is generally recognized by the Koreans as well as the foreigners in the land.
11.

MAINTENANCE OF PEACE AND ORDER

One of the most remarkable aspects in the administration of Chosen is the difference observable in the maintenance of peace and order in the days before and after the annexation. As is only too well known , the Korean Government before annex :l tion was in a very deplorable condition ,
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both Court and Government engaging in secret faction , thus
corrupting administration in genera l. Also in the provinces,
the local authorities , such as chiefs of provinces and districts ,
were of the most corrupt, so that the people lived in abject
misery , and disturbances were of daily occurrence. Neither
was there adequate security against attack on the life and
property of the people in general , and incendiary robbers set
at naught the scanty protection afIorded by the law. It is
indeed beyond imagination now , but it was a real fact that
the Gates of the city of Keijo were closed at night , thus
interrupting all traffic with the outer world , but this was
necessitated by the ever-present danger from robbers to life
and property, even in the neighbourhood of the King’ s Palace.
E ‘ peciaUy wa 'l there no stable system of jllrisdiction, and illnocent people were not only frequently sentenced to punishment , but convicted persons could even evade punishment by
resorting to bribery. Thus it is not too much to say that
there was no maintenance whatever of peace and order.
But during the protectorate regime the administration of
justice was put on a fairly solid foundation , and after annexatìon military forces were stationed at .various points in the
peninsula to suppress disturbing elements , and gendarmes
and policemen as ordinary guardians of the peace, the preservation of which was later entrusted to the police alone , and
the evil influence of malcontents was thus generally overcome. At present there are about 20,000 policemen distributed throughout the peninsula, a force still inadequate considering the difficulty of guarding North and South 요ankyo
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and N orth and South Heian which border Manchuria along a
distance of more than 350 ri, but the maintenance of peace
can be said to be almost perfect when compared with what it
was in the days before annexation , and various kinds of
ill~gal acts and local disturbances show considerable decrease
in number and gravity.
111.

REFORM OF ADMINISTRATION

In describing the reform in administration , it must first
of all be mentioned that the administrative and judicial
powers have been so distinctly separated that there is not the
slightest overlapping on the part of either. The chief point
in constitutional government Iies in the complete independence of each of the organs for legislature , judÌcature ,
and administration , and a clear distinction in their scope of
competence. If two or three of their powers are in the hands
of one person only, abuse of them is apt to follow , resulting
in misery for the people in general , the almost invariable
accompaniment of autocracy everywhere. Especia lJ y in Chosen
was this so, for chiefs of provinces and districts ha 'Î both th e
powers of administration and of jurisdiction in their hands.
and their abuse of them inflicted great suffering on the
people. Therefore it must be considered not only an
inestimable benefit for the p õ! ople in general but a sign of the
great progress in administration that provinc ial officials have
now administrative power only , and can in no way interfere
with the judicature.
Next comes the enforcement of official discipline. Before
Ri=2.4403382 Miles
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annexation 0市 cial discipline was very lax , and no system for
appointment of civil servants was in evidence. It is true there
was a civil or military scrvice examination , but the corruption
prevailing completely blocked the way to any application of
an honest standard in the examination of applicants , so on
the one hand , while many were passed in spite of their incapacity , on the other there were thûse who, notwithstanding possession of undoubted talent , failed to pass owing to
their lack of connections in powerful quarters. Moreover, it
was a rule of the Yi Dynasty not to appoint as 0많cials those
coming from the northern parts of the peninsula. It was no
wonder then that official discipline was all but lacking. But
after the annexation a system of appointment was adopted ,
and the bar of locality no longer applying enforcement of
official discipline came to b a stern reality.
It is an old story now , but in those corrupt days those
given place through private considerations made it a rule to
exercise their influence on behalf of others in just the same
way , and were anxious to get back the money paià out by
them in bribes , and considerable more on the top of it. When
new chiefs of prúvinces and districts left the King’s Palace
with their letters of appointment , the other 0많 cials would
crJwd round and congratulate them upon their fortune and
never forßet to ask them to treat them to something nice. The
officials thus asked , taking it as quite a natural request , were
al ways ready to do 80 , calmly saying that they would grudge
them nothing as , having got their vas8alage , they were going
to 8uck the blood of the people. O:! arrival at their posts they
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thought of nothing but how to enrich themselves by exaction ,
the welfare of the people being entirely outside their consideration. According to a recent account by a certain chief
of a district , in those golden days chiefs of districts under
the Yi Dynasty had great power, they kept a crowd of servants and hangers-on , and lived a life of great luxury , while
amassing sufficient to keep them in comfort the whole of their
lives. This was the case not only with them but with their
subordinates and servants , who in turn exacted their share
of the spo i! s, and it c a. n scarcely be imagined how miserable
the life of the people was under such conditions. In illustration of this the following story is told of those times. Receiving his appointment by bribery , a certain chief of a district
immediately began to make exactions of the people in his
jurisdiction. Accustomed and submissive as they were to
such proceedings , his demands proved too much for them , so
greatly exasperated they forcibly conveyed him to the district
boundary and tbrew bim out, saying they had no further
need of him , and bade him go wherever he Iisted. His answer to this was they had better think over the matter once
more. Certainly he had imposed heavy taxes upon them , but
that was because he had been ob 1i ged to spend too much
money in obtaining his position , and as he had already recouped himself he had resolved to give them a juster administration. Of course they were free to drive him away , but
what about his successor? If he gained 0퍼 ce by similar
means as himself he would most certainly resort to exaction ,
so his own expulsion, instead of being effective in lessening
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exaction , would only be the means of adding st i1l more to
their misery , so they had better let him remain to govern
them in the milder way he had already decided upon.
Silenced by this all too forcible argument , they entreated
him to forgive them and remain , and this he did to their
great thankfulness.
In the levying of taxes , a kind of contract was followed ,
as in China in 이den times. When new demands for expenditure arose in the Government, the sum required was proportionately demanded of each province. The officials of districts and villages thereupon exacted as much as possible from
the people and sent in to their respective provincial governments about one-tenth of the amount collected. The provincial governments in turn forwarded to the Treasury about
one-tenth of what they received. This meant the people
were taxed many times the amount required by the Government b양.cause of shameless misappropriations by officials of
the provinces , districts , and villages on its way to the
seat of Governmen t. An example of this is found in the
book “ Bokumin-shinsho ," (Guide to Local Administration) ,
which says “ There was ollce a man-child born to a farmer at
Rodan , and on the third day of its birth it was enroIled in the
military register , whereupon the headman of the village came
and took away the farmer ’ s cow." Adopting the Chinese
method , it was the law in Chosen that when an adult was
enlisted in the army , the cost of his equipment was collected
from the people in genera l. But in Rodan a mere child , not
more than three days old , was registered in the army and the
fath E" r ’ s cow taken from him. The farmer , driven to despair
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at the loss of his most valuable assistant in husbandry , put the
responsibility for it upon his own privy mem ber and cut it off.
This his wife took all bloody to the district office and entreated
for mercy , to the great embarrassment of the officials. It is
indeed a barbarous story , but the book also recounts that
even a dead person was once made an object for taxation ,
and these incidents more than show how heavy was the
burden of taxation on the people. Therefore rich Koreans
in those times took great care to appear as poor men , and it is
said this is the reason why only small houses of a certain
type were to be seen in most parts of the peninsula. The
rich did not dare bu iId big houses and Ii ve in grand style , so
buried their hoards in the ground that they might escape the
exactions of provincial officials. This state of things in the
past is even now exercising an unfavourable influence by retarding saving by the people in genera l. It is almost beyond
their belief that the Government should return on demand
the money deposited by them , much more so that it should
make return with interes t. They cannot help suspecting the
Government of trying to rob them of their money with sweet
words , so great was the misrule they endured in former
years. But conditions have been greatly changed since the
inauguration of the Government-Genera l. Neither the levying of taxes nor exaction of servic~ can go beyond a certain
limit, especia lI y the latter which has been greatly slackened
and is now imposed only in early spring and late autumn ,
when the people have more or less respite from farm-work.
Thus in both enforcement of discipIi ne and reform in administration there has been experienced remarkable advance.
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IV. ADVANCE MENT OF WELFARE OF THE PEOPLE.
The welfare of the people in general has also remarkably
advanced. The budget, which totalled only 23 ,960,000 νen in
the 43rd year of Meiji (1 910) , mounted to 146 ， 000，애O νen in
the 12th fiscal year of Taisho (1 923-24) , over si x. times as
much , showing plainly what great advance has been made in
the welfare of the pecpl e, since the great bulk of the budget
is appropriated to this end. What then has been accomplished ?
Firstly, means of co mmunication such as railways , roads ,
and so forth have been greatly fxp8Lded. In the 43rd year
of Meiji (1 910) the total lfngth of railways was only 675
miles , there being no other lines than those between Keijo
and Jinsen , Keijo and Gishu , and Keijo and Fuzan. Since
that time , however, efforts have been put forth and more
than 100 million νeη spent, thus resulting in extention to 1,177
miles of Government railways and 300 miles of private
tracks. In roads ‘ the length of the network of 1st and
2nd class roads and 3rd class ones as planned is 3,187
서 and 2,841 서， of which 2,074 서 of the former is already
completed and 1,762 서 of the latter, and though there
are yet many miles unfinished , all important places can
be reached by automobile, an astonishing development
when it is remembered that in former times there was no
road worthy of the name , only narrow footpaths. Since the
annexation about 23,000000 yen has been expended in improving the harbours of Fuzan , Jinsen: Genzan, and Chinnampo , by building breakwaters and means of connection
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between land and sea , and since the 11th year of Taisho (1 922)
work at Seishin and Joshin has been started and is now going
on , wh iI e coasting routes have also been fairly weII improved.

,

Secondly, industry has also made a remarkable development. 1n the 43rd year of Meiji (1 9 1O )the products in Chosen
were estimated at 300 ,000 ,000 νen only , which , however ,
showed as much as 1,500,000 ,000 νeη in the 11th year of
Taisho (1 922) , wh iI e the foreign trade of 60,000 ,000 νeη m
the 43rd year of Meiji (1 910) amounted to 470,000,000 yen in
the 11th year of Taisho (1 922). Agriculture shows the same
progress , products in the 43rd year of Meiji (1910) estimated
at 240,000,000 νen only reaching 1,097,000 ,000 νen in the 10th
year of Taisho (1 92 1). Forestry, aquatic , and mining industries have made no less development , the increase in their
products being from two to~eight times. Technical products ,
estimated at about 30,000 ,000 yen in the 43rd year of Meiji
(1 910) , amounted to 257 ,000,000 yeη in the 11 th year of Taisho (1 922). EspecialI y has a soIid foundation been laid for
increases in the rice crop and improvement of forests , and
at present 1,550,000 chobμ of land is annually under rice ,
yielding 14,300 ,000 kokμ， of which 3,000 ,000 to 3,500,000 kokμ
is consigned to Japan , while forest lands cover an area of
15 ,880 ,000 chobμ in a11 , standing forests having been increased
from 5, 120 ,000 chobu in the 43rd year of Meiji (1 910) to
5,480 ,000 chobμ in the 11th year of Taisho (1 922) , that is , the
afforestation of 360,000 chobu was completed during the
Acres
(Dry) =4.9629141 Bushels

Chobu= 2. 4507204
Kokμ
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period; plantations in the same period showed an increase of
670 ,000 chobu and treeless areas a decrease by 1,030,000 chobμ.
In former times , everywhere in Chosen only bald hills and
mountains were to be seen , but these have gradually come
to be tinged with a rich green as are the mountains in Japan.
Thirdly, the sanitary conditions in Chosen before annexation were such that small-pox widely prevailed, and everywhere faces pitted with it were in great evidence. Besides,
contagious diseases such as typhus , dysentery , and malaria
were so commonly present as to be almost endemic , and annually took toll of many precious lives , while cholera and
pest brought the people in thousands to an early grave. But
much improvement in both m 피 ical and sanitary matters has
since been effected through the establishment of the Government-Ge t1 eral H0spital in Keijo and 24 charity hospitals in the
provinces , the stationing of public doctors to the number of
228 in remote parts of the peninsula, and the appointment of
sanitary experts and assistants in every province. Though
much is stilllacking, compared with the days of old Korean
Government and its medical men of the old school , it can
with truth be said that vast improvement has been made in
the means contributing to the security of life and cure of all
kinds of diseases.
Fourthly, education before annexation was never much
regarded and was far behind the times. Only after the annexation did it begin to see the da wn of improvemen t. But
14 years is naturally not a long enough period in which to
establish e ::l ucational institution3 on a high grade, though
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much has already been accomplished. At the time of annexation the number of common schools , public or private, was
172 and of students 20,121 ; these at the end of May in the
12th year of Taisho (1 923) numbered respectively 955 and
305,000, showing, however, that a very great percentage of
the young is still without educational facilities when it is remembered that there are in the country as many as 2,300,000
children of school age. Of course the establishment of new
common schools in the future wiIl increasingly contribute to
the betterment of this condition , but there is st il1 a long way
to go before this is effectively done. Higher common schools ,
which numbered only 2 Government ones with 395 pupils in
the 44th year of Meiji (1911) , Ilumb~red 12 with 4,310 pupils
and 8 private ones wlth 4,657 pupils in the 12th year ofTaisho
(1923) , and the 2 girls' higher common schools with 169
pupils had grown to 7 (government and private) with 1,563
pupils. Industrial schools , which were more numerous than
other spedal schools, totaUed 17 (public or private)with 1,094
pup i! s before annexation and 43 with 6,764 pupils in May of
the 12th year of Taisho (1923). Industrial supplementary
schools before anne lC ation were 17 in n umber with 479 pupils ,
but at present there ar~ 24 of them with 1 ,375 pupils. There
are now 14 normal schools , one maintained by the Government in Keijo and one each by the provinces , their students
totalling 1,653. As for colleges, there are 8 of them , government or private , with 1,638 students. Regular course3 in
law , literature, and medicine will be estab 1i shed by a university in the 15th fiscal year of Taisho (1926) , for which pre-
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paratory courses are being started this year (924). Those
going to Japan to study are also increasing year by year , and
numbered about 3,222 at the end of the 11t h year of Taisho
(1922) , of whom about 1,000 are attending schools of university grade , Thus in general great progress is being made in
completing the educational system. The introduction of the
new Educational Regulations in the 11th year of Taisho
(1 922) classified the schools for primary education into two ,
though the subjects taught by each are the same , that is ,
those using the Japanese tongue as the medium of instruction , and those not using it , the former , as a rule , being for
Japanese and the latter for Koreans , though Japanese may
enter the latter and Koreans the former, when special circumstances call for it. lndustrial, special , university , and
normal education has as its primary principle the mixed education of J apanese and Koreans , and all are controlled by the
new educational system.
As above mentioned , the improvement of education has
brought increase of schools in its train , and the plan for elementary education of 1 school for every 3 village districts ,
introduced in the 8th year of Taisho (1 919) , is already completed , but further increase is needed owing to the improvement in local conditions and the development of local resources. Though speedy accomplishment of this is at present
out of the question , on account of stringency in finance ,
sh0rtage of teachers , and certain other circumstances , efforts
to secure it on the part of both Government and people ought
never to be relaxed, especially as the desire in Exalted Quarters
is that the benefit of a national education shall be open to all.
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Fifthly, the local system now comes under consideration.
At the beginning of the Yi Era there existed a kind of system which may be called the five household system , meaning
that five households formed a to , ten to a ri , several ri a
mνen (village). These local administrative units had supervisors as head officials and assistants called chiji or zasho ,
who were charged with affairs relating to census, taxation ,
civil engineering , industry , and so forth. But this had fallen
into desuetude at the end of the Yi Era , and on the establishment of the Government-General the prefectural , mνeη ， and
council system were introduced , in accordance with the last
of which 3 councillors were appointed in each province and 2
in each prefectural municipality, and advisers in important
villages. In October in the 9th year of Taisho (1 920) this
local system was reformed and the counc iI system expanded
to aIl ow the introduction of provincial councils, town councils in prefectural municipality and myeη ， and school councils
as organs for regulating school expenses in prefectural municipaIi ties , districts , and islands, the members of these organs
being elected by vote or government , thus opening the way
for ascertaining the will of the people in general with respect
to various kinds of institutions to be set on foo t. This reformed system , if compared with the corresponding systems
followed in villages , towns, cities, and prefectures in Japan ,
is still far from the ideal local self-government syatem by
which all pub Ii c affairs are und~rtaken by organs composed
of persons elected by all interested. But in Chosen this cannot be helped for the present on a':!COllnt of existing condi-
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tions , though it is understood by al1 that it is only the first
stepping-stone toward the establishment of real local seIfgovernment to be introduced as soon as the people in general
are ready for it.
Sixthly, for social and re Iief works there was in olden
times in Chosen a sort of viIl age arrangement , by which
mutual aid was given , but the Government itself had no systcm whatever for relieving the poor by providing work for
them or for assisting sufferers from fire , flood , or famine.
At the time of annexation , however, when the Imperial Donation Fund amounting to 17,390,000 νeη was granted , it was
decided that six-tenths of the yearly interest thereon should
be devoted to development of those branches of industry
usua Il y pursued hy the untrained poor, three-tenths to education , and one-tenth to the relief of those suffering from
natural calamities , and those appropriations were added to
the revenues of the provinces. But of late the insistent ca l1
for social re Iief works has caused the appropriation of part
of the six-tenths above-mentioned , for the establishment of
public markets , pawnshops , workmen ’ s homes, la bour exchanges , and so forth , thus gradually putting such works
under way. In the relief of suffercrs from disasters , the old
Korean Government did practicaIIy nothing , and the sight of
hunger-stricken people lying alongside the roads was common
enough in times of drough t. Thanks to the new administration such a thing has almost ceased to happen. In the 8th year
of Taisho (1 919) , when there was a great drought in the provinces of Keiki , South Chusei, North Chusei , South Heian ,
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North Heian , and Kokai , the su fÏerers numbered as many as
700 ,000 and the Government, to relieve these people, not only
expended 3,100,000 νen in starting various undertakings and
in bringing over food-stu fÏ s from Japan , but caused the Industrial Bank to advance 4,000 ,000 νeη at low interest for
their relief, and not a single person died from hunger in that
great famine which would undoubtedly have caused the death
of many thousands had it occurred under the old regime.
V.

REASON OR FEELING.

Thus , since Chosen came under this administration of the
Government-General the various institutions in the peninsula
have undergone remarkable transformation , and the cooperation of Government and people has brought forth
development of the welfare of the people , e fÏ ective maintenance of peace and order, and reform in administration , and
the benefit of this change cannot be overestimated if compared with the state of a fÏ airs before annexation. Consequently, most Japanese think that Koreans ought to be
thankful for the benefit of the new administration , and strive
hard to deserve the indiscriminatory treatment given them ,
and rely with full confidence upon the Governor-General , as
there can be no doubt that their welfare will be continually
enhanced if present conditions continue , and under this
reasoning , consider it unreasonable and unintelligent for
Koreans to insist upon absolute independence, or to cry for
complete self-governmen t. To some Japanese the outbreak
of the disturbances in March in the 8th year of Taisho (1010)
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was a real enigma for which they found it difticult to find a
reason. But a fact cannot help being regarded as a fact , and
some were apprehensive how things would go on in the future
since such a reasonable and beneficent administration was so
violently kicked at by the people it benefited , while foreigners
in the land compared the Korean problem to that of Ireland ,
thinking it an inextricable complication. But we cannot
agree with this view , and think that the Korean probl E- m can
be treated as one quite different from that of Ireland. It requires , however , much thought and attention to discover
why such disturbances could happen , and why there are
those who keep asking for independence while actually enjoying the benefit of a gracious administration. Japanese
often say to Koreans , “ Though you ask for independence,
you have no ab iIity for it , have you? Independence with no
real ability for it is impossibJe. You had better look back
and see if there ever was a time when Chosen was really independent. Never. Chosen could only keep her outward
appearance as an independent country for the first time when
Japan protected her sovereignty by fighting China. Except for
that she has seen no independence since the time of_ Dankun
(Tan Kun) , founder of Chosen. Suppose Chosen should
become independent, it would only be by the help of another country. Some of you are looking forward to the
help of America. If you get it, you will become the slave of
America. Is that independence? Y ou will get a worse administration than now , who can deny it? Suppose the Ko.
rean people became independent in the condition lh l:' Y are
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now in , as the result of general recognition that even the
weakest of countries must be left their independence, what
have you to look to? Nothing but an administration of
exaction! Putting aside the question those few greedy for
political power, how can the people in general be so unreasonable as to ask for independence? Chosen independent , either through another country ’s help or by her own
power, will never result in good for the Koreans in general."
This reasoning is usually admitted by Koreans. Then why is
there still the desire for independence? It is because the
Korean problem is not a problem of reason but a problem of
feeling. 80 far as reason is concerned it has already been
solved , but as a feeling it remains an important and tanta Iizing problem.

VI.

GLAD BUG8 ARE DEAD THOUGH
HOU8E 18 BURNT.

Koreans among themselves have a familiar saying which
runs “ How glad we are to think the bugs are dead even
though our house is burnt to ashes!" This means that
though they have no longer a roof to shelter them , they can
still rejoice because the bugs that tormented them died in
the flames. This is no judgment from reasoning , but an express!on of feeling. There was once a great temple on
Mount Hokkan CPuk Han). It had a large estate attached to
it, and one becoming head of it might consider himself comfortably settled for life. But one after another gave up the
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post after but a very short stay. Why? A certain bonze
boasted he would remain head of it for Iife. He was selected,
but the very first night he slept there a swarm of bugs bit and
bit him until he was sore and itchy in every part. If he bore
with patience this painful visitation , he could have th~ grand
temple a1l to himse If and enjoy in peace and luxury the large
income yielded by the estate. So he reasoned , but the bugs !
their biting was ever more irritating, and worried by them to
the verge of madness he set fire to the temple , which was
burnt to ashes. Yes , but the bugs too. Reason"regards him
as a fooI , but fee Ii ng often disregards reason. Those blinded
by fee Ii ng deserve criticism , but those causing them to be
bIi nded by fee Iing should also examine themselves.
VII. ATTITUDE OF JAPANESE.
Looking back on the administration introduced into
Chosen by Japan , everybody agrees that it has been a success
80 far as development of industry , reform of administration ,
and maintenance of peace and order are concerned. Koreans
are always ready to say that the Japanese have IZÎven them
ra iI ways , electric Iight , the telephone and telegraph , hospitals , harbours , waterworks , schooIs , and other civilized in8titutions , and that they are very gratefuI to them for these
public utilities. But" they have something different from
these to demand of the Japanese and they say, “ Give us your
heart and may you live and die with us in full sincerity." It
is also commonly said among them that when Russians controIIed Chosen , they were very thorough-going in great

...
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affairs , but were rather indifferent in small things , and their
way might be compared to that of a stepfather, but the
Japanese were scrupulous and particular in important and
unimportant matters a1i ke , just liké a stepmother, so if it came
to choosing between them , they felt more inclined toward
Russia as a stepfather than toward Japan as a stepmother.
These are trivial sayings , but deserve attention in their
own way. If we think we have still a long way to go in the
administration of Chosen , we cannot put aside as superfluous
the thought embodied in such sayings, for it really calls for
What attitude , then , was taken by
close consideration.
most Japanese toward Koreans in general may reasonably be
asked here , but the answer can only be given with regret,
for it is that they were only too apt to treat the Koreans with
harshness and contempt instead of leading and enlightening
them as brethren.
VIII. TOO MUCH COERCION.
How Japan has coerced Chosen is a long history. It
may be said to have started almost from the beginning of the
foundatioll of the Empire. “ Sangoku-Shiki" (History of the
Three Dynasties) written , it is said , about one thousand years
ago by Kimbushiki(Kim PU Shik) , begins with Japan threatening Chosen with her military power in te lJi ng about the relations between the two countries. It says in narrating
the history of Kakukyosei (Hyok Ko Se) , founder of the
Shiragi (Silla) Dynasty, that “ Japan , by her mi1itary force ,
tried to attack our shores, but hearing that the Founder
had miraculous power, turned back." It may perhaps be
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presumed that there was also an economic intercourse between
the two countries ; the book says nothing about that , but only
mentions Japan’ s military invasion. We can also imagine
how the Koreans were menaced in later times by Japanese
pirates called “ Wako," to say nothing about the invasion by
Hideyoshi in the period of Bunroku. In the period of Meiji
there was not only the famous proposal to invade Chosen but
the Chino-Japanese and Russo-Japanese Wars , during which
the entire peninsula was made a battlefield for the opposing
forces. The Koreans who saw Japan ’ s victory in the wars
must have been impressed with the idea that Japan greatly
surpassed China and Russia in military power, and been convinced that if they would at once be visited by a fierce storm
of shot and shell. It is not strange then that these Koreans ,
never daring to be off their guard against Japan , came to
look upon the Japanese as a dreadful , unapproachable , and
domineering people.
IX. TOO GREAT BIAS FOR HOMELAND.
Then in economic rights and interests , the attitude of the
Japanese toward Chosen seemed to be almost the same as
that taken by the ruling race in the colonies of European and
American countries , that is , they seemed to be engaging
in the development of Chosen for the purpose of enhancing
the economic interests of Japan. It seemed , for example, that
they grew rice in Chosen because there was a scarcity of it in
Japan , the case being the same with cotton , and that in
Chosen they had found a country in which to pour the excess
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population of tha homeland and so effect the economic
development of it at the expense of Chosen. of course , this
seeming intent cannot be attributed to all Japanese alike,
and it may in part be put down to a Korean hallucination
through prejudice. Still it is only natural that the Koreans
should reason in such a way , though to cite the Oriental
Development Company, which is often a target for criticism ,
only 12,000 Japanese have been brought over by it from
the homeland in ten long years , and tbough it is probable
that some small number of tenant-farmers have been forced
to relinquish their holdings , it is absolutely untrue to say that
a great many Koreans have been turned out of their homes
and driven into Manchuria, but the Koreans think that those
going north over the boundary owing to the J apanese immigration are increasing in number , and if they think so, it is
only natural for them to cOllclude that Japan is working for
her own benefit alone at the expense of Chosen. And it is
true that there are not a few Japanese residents in Chosen
who have become landowners by forcibly foreclosing on Koreans to whom they lent money at high interest , but only
prejudice could twist this into the belief that the Japanese
enter Chosen solely to extort money and lands from the
people and make use of all the Korean economic resources
for their own particular benefit, while ignoring the economic
development and progress of the Korean people. At the
same time we think the short-sighted , shallow view and imprudent attitude taken by the Japanese are largely responsible for the birth of such prejudice.
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X. MASTERFUL ATTITUDE.
The attitude of most Japanese toward Koreans is not
that toward brethren but that toward the conquered or toward employees. J apan has waged fierce war with foreign
countries and been pressed with the necessity to win victory
to ensure her very existence , and thus we Japanese have b ecome habituated , though unconsciously , to the growth in us
of a hostile feeling , which induces in turn a feeling of contempt for conquered or less civilized people. But Koreans
su fÏ er such contempt, insult , and abuse very hardly. A few
examples may well be given here. A certain Korean gentleman , now a high of뀐cial in the Government-General , when a
student at a special course at one of the Imperial Universities
in Japan , returned one vacation to his home in Chosen.
Walking along Hommachi one day he stopped to look at some
goods in a certain shop-window, when a clerk came out and
repeatedly said , “ Please buy." The gentleman, having no intention to buy, mentioned a price for an article at random ,
and .1 0 ! the clerk struck him on the cheek crying, “ You
idiot!" Just think of that Korean youth of superior intellect
attending a university with the noble ambition of becoming a
statesman being struck by a petty clerk without any provocation ! We cannot sympathize too much with the feeling
of the gentleman at the time. In a “ Study Number" of the
magazine “ Minzoku to Rekishi" (The Race and History) Dr.
Kita wrote ab:JUt his own experience in Chosen. He hired
a Japanese rikishaman at Nandaimon Station and they started
o fÏ. In front of them was a Korean pulling his rikisha with
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a Korean gentleman in i t. The Japanese puller going at full
speed soon caught up with it, and suddenly taking hold of its
awning , said to the Korean gentleman and his man , who were
both surprised at the sudden chec k. “ Fools! Be careful!"
The Doctor reproved him saying, “It is much too unreasonable for you to check a preceding rikisha and use such bad
words!" This was his answer , “It’ s nothing , sir. It was only
to keep them from being puffed up!" It is a very disgraceful
story and we as Japanese are ashamed of such conduc t. We
have also heard the following. One day a Korean woman
went to a Japanese house to sell radishes , when the lady of
the house said , “ You often tell a He , so 1 must first examine
them. Perhaps they are all hollow." 80 she cut one in two
and said , “ This is all right , but how about the others?" She
then cut all the rest , and at last bought-can you believe it?
-only one of them. Then the Korean woman , after vainly
entreating her to buy them all , went to the next house , and
weeping told what had been done and asked the mistress to
buy them , though all were cut in pieces. How glad she was
when her request was granted , and sympathy given her into
the bargain! The following is a more recent story, which ,
different from the preceding ones , shows how good intentions
are often misunderstood and bring forth very regrettable
results. In a street car in Keijo was a Japanese lady with
her child , who dropped its cap on the floor , and a Korean
gentleman in the car was so kind as to pick it up and put it
on the child’s head. The mother said , “ Dear, thank the
yobo-san for his kindness." At which the gentleman got
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red with ang E:'r a nd as soon as the car reached the next
station , he jumped off. This is an example of the harm done
on account of ignorance of the use of foreign words in spite of
good intention on the part of the user. The word “ yobo" is
used by Koreans to call the attention of an inferior and “ san"
is a Japanese word of respect accompanying a name , but the
former used indiscriminately by Japanese as a designation is
not taken at all well by Koreans. It is a general fault of the
Japanese that they are inclined to say respect to Europeans
and Americans , even the lowest among them , and to feel contempt for Koreans , Chine8e , and other people8 , however
hibh their position in life may be. This fault should be
amended as 800n as possible , remembering that all Europeans
and Americans are not worthy of admiration any more than
all Koreans , Chinese , and Indians are deserving of contempt,
and there should be no difference in the del;! ree of respect felt
for men of noble character, no matter what their nationality
may be. We think change in such psychology is very impQrtant in the education of Japanese for the future. Speaking English , wearing foreign clothes , or familiarity with
foreign food should not mislead us in forming our opinion
about other men ’ s character, and moral character and principle8 should be our real standard in forming our estimate of
those with whom we are brought in contact, and only thus
can we save ourselves from the error of blindly respecting
Europeans as a whole and despising all Orientals without
distinction.
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XI. AS IN CHOSEN SO IN JAPAN.
Not only in Chosen but in Japan itself such psycholo!:!y
paying respect to Occidentals and despising Orientals wide)y
prevaiI s, and the fact is that the Japanese here in Chosen are
simply exposing in broad daylight the fault fostered by the
lack of the moral training of the J apanese as a whole. Recently in Japan there occurred the fo l1 owing incident, narration of which , we hope , will make Japanese examine themselves for the betterment of their character. A sight-seein j:!
party composed of headmen of villages in the province of
South Keisho arrived at the railway station at Osaka , when a
Japanese gentleman with his wife entered the second-class
carriage in which they were and seeing the group of Koreans
in it, said with frowning face , “ 0 , filthy! how can we sit
here?" Among the Koreans were some who understood
Japanese and they evidently resented the words. A Japanese gentleman sitting near showed his di 1' pleasure at such
uncalled-for remark by saying, ‘’ Shame on you for such insolence !", much to the reliEf of the Japanese dficials aCCC D1.
panying the Koreans , for they felt anxious about the effect on
them of such insulting words. It is also said that the same
party was 11l 0ved to anger at N ara Station. by some middle
school boys who , passing more than once the carriage in
which the party sat , said in an intentionaIl y loud voice , “ It is
very vain for Koreans to ride second-class!" Moreover, from
a recent newspaper article telling about the conductor Rihanno (Li Pan Nung) who k il1 ed more than ten persons , it can
be clearly seen how barbarously Japanese in the homeland are
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treating Koreans , thus giving cause for the committing of
very grave crimes. Such a thing is not a question of reason; if it were a question of reason and so referrable to cool
judgment, such unexpected and serious incidents could never
happen. The case is the same with Koreans studying in
Japan , not a few of whom , it is said , return to Chosen antiJapanese , and if so , it is probably because they were subjected
there to cold and scornful trea.tment at the hands of the
Japanese and so lost any feeling of friendship they may have
had for Japan and Japanese. The Police Department is
making much ado about Korean malcontents coming under its
notice, but we must not forget that we Japanese are hatching
a great brood of young malcontents in the cities of Keijo and
Tokyo by our shallow-minded and careles3 words and deeds.
Therefore we should closely examine ourselves as to why we
have not the confidence of the Koreans and are lacking in
moral infl. uence upon them , and amend our attitude as soon
as possible. This, we think , is the radical point in the formation of harmonious relations between Japanese and Koreans.
XI I. SPIRITUAL WORKERS FEW.
While Japanese thus treat Koreans with contempt and
as men of no character, and engage in no spiritual work
am)ng them worth mentioning , English , American and other
foreign m 닙 sionaries， as you know , are attending to their
spiritual needs , and trying to help them by engaging in
educational and madical undertakings. On arrival here they
first of all study Korean and take Korean names to themselves. and in whatever

re따 ote

part of the peninsula they
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may be , work hard for the enlightenment of the people. Of
late , to our great joy , some benevolent persons among the
Japanese are to be found , such as Mr. Masutomi , a p)anter
along the Konan Line , which branches off at Taiden , who is
running a school for the education of Korean children and
devoting a lI his profits to that work , Mr. Gisaku Tomita , who
is conducting a handicrafts institution for Koreans at Chinnampo , Mr. Seishichiro Nakamura, who has devoted a large
amount of property for the establishment of a commercial and
technical school , Mr. Seikei Kubota , at Junkei in the province of South Heian , who is striving for the welfare of the
Korean pup iI s, going so far as to marry his niece to a young
Korean , and is respected by aII around , Mr. Kokan Tamai ,
superior of Kofuku Temple in Kanko in the province of South
Kankyo , who is doing his best to enlighten his Korean
neighbours , and Mrs. Uchimi , wife of a policeman in the
province of South Chusei , who was so kind as to take charge
of the baby of a Korean woman imprisoned for some crime ,
and suckled it as her own. But these cán only be regarded as exceptions. The Japanese have hitherto paid
scant ‘attention to winning the hearts of Koreans by first
giving their own hearts to them.
XII I. NECESSITY OF SPIRITUAL ENLIGHTENMENT.

!f, however, we Jap:mese cannot :;l. ccomp!ish this task of
relieving their sorrow and distres3 and s~ttling their d0Ubts
and perplexities , we shall be very far from gathering good
fruit from our administrdtivn of C:103en. Fùr example, we
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have two divisions of troops stationed here for the ma inte.
nance of peace and order in the peninsula , but if the Koreans ,
numbering about 17,000,000, are forever to be regarded as
our enemy and unassimilable to ourse1ves , these two divisions
w iJl certainly prove insu市 cient for the task. It will also be
impossible for us to develop the industry of Chosen if we do
not sincere1y and thorough1y co-operate with the Koreans
for the common welfare , instead of trying to make selfish use
of her as a stepping-stone for our own economic developmen t. Koreans in general are not deserving of such contempt , and if some of us think they do deserve it, it is nothing
but our own. short-sightedness that makes us think so, and
we bring shame upon ourselves. Koreans are not a mere
stepping-stone for Japanese economic deve10pment, they
are brethren of the Japanese with whom the Japanese ought
to work in harmony for the common welfare and benefit, and
therefore , to feel contempt for Koreans who are our brethren
is the same thing as feeling contempt for ourselves. Koreans are our younger brothers , and are regarded as such not
only, speaking in all respect , in the Imperial Rescript on
equal treatment for both peoples , but a1so in the Imperial
will expressed conce l' ning the amalgamation of Japan and
Chosen , Setting aside the question whether they are just
now proving the fact or not , they are the bul warks of the
Imperial Family equally so with ourselves , and since they
are rea lJ y our brethren in the'eyes of the Emperor, is it not
insulting ourselves when we insult them? Far be it from us
to take such measures as to lead us constantly to think of
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Koreans as our enemy and adopt such a narrow-minded attitude as only to plan our own development at the expense
of our brethren. Fundamentally speaking, Japanese and
Koreans are .members of one and the same household , and the
amalgamation of Japan and Chosen solemnly established the
eternal relation of Koreans with Japanese as brethren. We
should stand , therefore, upon the logical foundation that
Japanese and Koreans are due to live one and the same life ,
die one and the same death , and share one and the same
sorrow and happiness. Contrary to this , to regard the Koreans with hostility and as a stepping-stone , to look only for
their faults and fail to treat them with any respect , and
to indulge in self-admiration , is surely not only against
the spirit of annexation but against the Imperial gracious
wil l. Mere force , whatever it may be , military political ,
or economic , may be able to keep together two things
of a different kind , but it cannot fuse them into one
compact whole. This can only be done by a spiritual power.
When the hearts and souls of both parties respond to each
other just as a s mod brings forth an echo, then , and only
then , can be realized that true co-operative harmony which
can never be brought about by military or economic force ,
and the spirit of brethren having one and the same mind be
revealed setting out on the grand march toward the evershining beac')n of our great idea l. If we do not realize and
start from this point, we sh 치1 never reap the harvest compatible with the true spirit of annexation.

,
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XIV.

WHAT SHOULD WE DO?

Thus reasoning , it becomes self-evident what we should
do. We should resolutely brace ourselves up to undertake
the task hit herto neglected , that of effecting the spiritual
en Ii ghtenment of both Japanese and Koreans and of bringing
about the spiritual harmony of two peoples. And if questioned as to the most important points , we should be able to
give the fo Il owing as most worthy of special attention.
(1)

UniversaI Brotherhood instead of Narrow Patriotism.

Our country, on the way of her progress and development ,
has been under the necessity of fighting other counfr‘ ies.
Twice have we done so to prevent neighbouring countries
from threatening our sovereignty sirce the Restoration of
Meij i. Under such conditions , it has been considered the
most honourable of aII national vir!ues for a Japanese to
make nothing of shot and to die a brave death , taking
upon his individual shoulders tlie re~ponsibility for the
fortunes of his country in times of national crisis. To sacrifice oneself for the national good is only one of the
virtues mentioned in the Imperial Rescript on Education , but it is regarded by most Japanese as the most
important one, and one into which all other virtues are
merged. Those falling on the ba ttI efield are reverenced as
nationaI heroes at the Yasukuni Shrine. This virtue is thus
regarded as the most important of aII national virtues , but
the idea of it , we think , should now be interpreted in a
broader and deeper sense , considering the general trend of
the world. The world having entered the period of peace,
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and the co-existence and common interests of all couutries
come to be emphasized , thus leading to a great number of
foreigners living in any one country, it is very important that
not only the spirit of loyalty and patriotism in a narrow sense
leading one to sacrifice oneself for the national cause , should
be realized , but , to go a step farther , that the precious virtue
of extendin g- one ’s benevolence to men of all nationalities
should also be cuIt ivated. It should be thoroughly understood by all that while it is patriotism to kill one ’s enemy , it
is also patriotism and loyalty in a broader sense to cultivate
the spirit of humanity by loving and respecting men of other
races and by giving mutual assistance in adversity. The
Yasukuni Shrine should deify not only those w ho have fallen
for their country on the battlefield but , for the future , those
who sacrificed themselves for the love of men of other
countries. For in reverencing such humane men we think
Japan will open the way tq greater development in the future.
It seems that Japan is regarded by other countries as a country of militarism , and this view has been induced by Japan ’s
history which however shows that since the time of the Restoration of Meiji she ha8 resorted to arms solely to maintain
her own existence. The circumstances by wLich she was 80
compelled themselves give the reason why Japan has not
produced great men contributing to the cause of peace ,
humanity , and justice of the world , though she has produced
military heroes on the battlefield. J apan has never produced
such a man as Li ncoln , who accomplished the emancipation
of slaves, nor such a man as Li vingstone, who sacrificed bis
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life in a barbarous ccuntry for the 8ake of wiping away the
tears of other races. Thus the Japanese people have bf' fll
stigmatized a bellicose nation , but her bellicosity is only a
temporary phase caused by ra~sing needs , and Rhe w il1 surely produc E', in accordance with the change of times and situations , men who will not gruège even 1heir Ii ves for lhe benefit,
peace , and freedom of othH races , now we are sharing in a
peaceful co-existence with other countries. Nay , we Japanese , by the production of such men , should prove to the
world that our country will not be lacking great men contributing much to the peace , humanity, and justice of the
wcrld , by living up to the profound ideal of universal brotherhood. If such men appear among us , we shculd re8pect and
admire them as well as those now :r aid bomage at 1he
Yasukuni Shrine. According to this poin1 cf view , it is rr C l" t
desirable that we Japanese should give full vent to our active
sympathy and tender benevolence to men outside our own
nationality. Above all is it required that v;’ e show wholehearted syrnpathy toward the Kcreans who are now Eharing
our fortunes. Advancing farlher , not cnly Icward Chine!:'e
but also toward Ruesians , in Sièeria , should we change cur a1titude and , far from 1hreatening 1hem with mililary f('rce ard
the monopolization of economic interests , put forth efforts for
forwarding their security of a peaceful life and Ehow
sympathy with their living conditions. Fo l' example, we
should send rnedical men instrad of despalchi Jj g 1roop8 , offer
reli E'f funds instead of seeking economic interests, and provide authorities on useful arts , these , we thirik , are the things
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for us to do. When we do do these , then for the first tirne
shall we be doing something real toward the fulfilrnent of
the noble rnission of the Japanese Ernpire of bringing to pass
the realization of our profound ideal.
(2) Love and Respect for Other Races;
Not Insult alld Contempt.
To rnake light of anything , or to feel contempt for anything is neither good nor pleasing. Those who feel conternpt
for others are themselves subject to conternpt frorn others. In
our sociallife there are various ways of looking on things , and
some are apt to treat things with conternpt and some with respect , the one or the other depending upon their respective
culture and fX periencp , but we think we shculd try 10 regaJ d
things with love and respect wherever possible, considering we
can find as rnany virtues in thern , if we only try to , as there are
faults. For exarnple , sitting in another rnan’ s parlour we
can perhaps even imagine how unclean the water-closet may
be , while being in the latter we can perhaps even irn !1 gine
how nice the former may be , since it solely depfn(선 upon
one ’ s way of looking on 1hing8. A s for tte way of lccking
on the Korean !.l, also , those who are of the one opinicn only
that they are ungrateful , ignorant , filthy , and idle are but
short-sighted people unable to see any other side of a thing
than the one they are looking on , and , the pity of it! are
rnerely exposing their own fault in broad dayligh t. In our
own household , how can' any one feel contempt for a child
hanging on his father ’s neck , though his nose is running even
to the disregard of good manners? One cannot help feeling
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love and respect for children , however disagreeable and dirty
their present èondition , when the thought arises that they
are possibly destined to be the great men of the future. If
we think of the future , not bound by the present, and of them
a 'l bearers o! human characters, we cannot help entertaining
a natural feeling of love and respect for them. May the same
be the C:l se with our attitude toward the Koreans! Instead
of thinkiag 센11t Koraans are filthy and ignorant, we should
rather , rising above our opinion of their faults , think that
they also have a bright future. The Koreans in the past
were n)t in su~h co;}jitio:1'l as at presen t. If we visit Keishu ,
w~ Clπ 6 녀 traces of the culture of the flourishing period of
the Shiragi (Silla) Dynasty , which , compared with that of
Jap a. n, was in no way infer Ï0 r to it, for at the time Japan
owed much of their civili Z:l tio :1 to the lead~rship of Cho3en.
In old Chosen there were such men as Rishunshin (Li Shun
Shin) , a s이dier， Taim Cl shu (Ch1ltlg M)ng Chu) and Koki
(Whang Heui) , statesmen , and Tail ei (Tùe Ke) , Ritsukoku
(Lyul Kok) , and Teinyakuyo (Ch 'l ng Yak Yong) , local reformers , a11 men of exc :l lleat ability. At present, among
thJse studying in Japan are m :m y who are a match for the
J apane3e in scholarly competition. As for Korean music and
dreilS and oth~r thin항， there is much in them that is more
advanced than it is in Japan. Even among those agi ta. ting
f ,j r injep~nience of self-gJvernment there are not a few
who are reaUy thinking of the welfare of the people and their
INod. Th~ir sincerity differs in nothing from ours. Even
though nJ N re30rting to ra :l h aad unconsidered actions with

‘
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different ideas and principles from ours , those with such
hone8t hearts , if convinced of the hopelessness of fulfilment of
thair ide a3, would surely contribute much to the development
of our S tate , espacially if, under their influence , the .l{ orean
people should again display the strong points of the civilization of the Shiragi (Silla) Era. The light of the Imperial
family wuuld inevitably shine the more brilliantly by these
effJ rts of our new brethren. If we think this way , we shall
be f ar from looking slightingly on the Korean people. It
should be our mission and our pltasure to help them give
full play to their latent gifted faculdes , and thus accelerate
the p rogress of the State and the gathering of good fruits of
a common existence and w~lfare. We ought to impress it
deeply on our consciousness that it is indeed our duty and
our responsibility to do this.
(3)

Active and Progressive rather than
Passive and Conservative.

J apanese are too much attached to their homeland. This
may perhaps be excused on account of their short experience
in expansion abrùad , but this conservative attituJe ha ., prùved
no sm~ll impediment to their overseas expansion The beautiEul scenery and mild climate of Japan probably fùsters this
gre lÌ altachmmt and mlke3 them hesitate to forsake their
native country for other lands , so there are but few who
dare go overseas to find an outlet for their manly vigour,
making nothing of the many thousand miles of surging
waves. Generally speaking, those who gD belong rather to
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the lower classes and seem to be inferior in their making to
those staying at home. It is possible Chosen is no stranger
to this sort of immigrant , but in Manchuria it is plainly evident , and the present state of emigration affairs seem to be ,
the farther from the bomeland the fewer the men of abilily
to be found. Taking Siberia, for example , prostitutes from a
certain part of Kyushu go there in advance of Japanese
emigrants such as tailors , watchmakers, laundrymen , and
barbers , while service men and capitalists bring up the rear
but far , far behind , and it is not too much to say that spiritual
workers follow not at all. This is just the opposite t. o what
foreign countries do in their outward expansion. In European
and American countries religious people take the lead and
are followed by statesmen and capitalists, and these people ,
declaring univ~rsal brotherhood and humanity to be their
outstanding principles , say to the people, “ We have come to
wipe away your tears , and we will not spare ourselves any
trouble in trying to promote your welfare and relieve your
afH ictions." It is needless to say to point out which attitude
goes far in making a good impression on other races and in
winning their confidence. Therefore our future national
policy in our expansion abroad should be that those who are
versed in the true Japanese culture should go in advance
and that the foremost men of the country should be sent to
represent the Japanese people in general. In Japan itself, coexistence of long duration has given birth to a spiritual fusion
among its people , and though there are sometimes conflicts
in minor points, no complicated disturbances are found in
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fundamental matters. But if different races live side by side
in one country, there is apt to appear discord between them
on the slightest provocation , and if efforts are not put forth
to solve each problem as it arises from the fair standpoint of
universal brotherhood and the desire to realize that profound
ideal , it is impossible to dra w the hearts of the people of the
world to that particular country. Thus, we think , it is necessary for the future that men of ability go to foreign countries
as representing the J apanese race , especially religious men ,
educational experts, scientitic authorities , and others, and
engage in spiritual works in them encouraged by the full
conviction that they are exp:ments of the Japanese cuIture.
(4)

Not Dependence upon Bureaucratic and Military
Cliques But Display of National Power.

There is much wanton criticism by the public against the
뼈 reaucratic and military clique3 , but Japan owes her present
prùgre3s and develo;:>m :m t chiefly to their e任 orts. While , however, we recognize their distinguished services in the past,
it will be a remlrkable example of anachronism if we persuade ourselves that Japln in the future als Cl must look to them
who form only a smlll part of the people , for the enhancemeal or h3r prosperity, F ùr even the bureaucratic and military
cliqu 영， however independent they may seem in their movements , are in origin nothing but the puppets of the people,
who th3mselves are the stage-manager, and move at the will
of the people in general , and this will become more and more
evident as the times progress. As for the administration of
Chosen, its success or failure cannot be treated solely as a
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responsibility of a Governor-G(neral or a Mi1i tary Commander, especially in these times when administration , wherever
it may be , is conducted with the co-operation of the people as
a background. It is of course necessary for the government
circle to possess men of ability, but it is also necessary for
the people to feel a cQmmon
responsibility for the policies of
i
the State, to stand by them , and to perform all that they
ought to do in accordance with their social rank and position.
Such should be the case in war , administration , diplomacy ,
trade , and other public matters. Especially does the active
movement toward other races all the more require this attitude of the people. That is , the people themselves should
engage in undertakings for 1he bendH of olher races , without depending solely upon the bureaucracy. For example,
they should send relief parties from among themselves
in times of infectious diseases in Chosen or China , despatch
suitable persons with the funds collected by educationalists
for the enhancement of other races , and make charitable con1ributions in times üf f~mine and disasters; these acts would
be sure to prcduce great dfect , as being the manifes1ation of
the ardent sympa1hy of the entire people. It is almost beyond imagination how favourable the influence of these
voluntary efforts on the part of the pcople would be , not only
upon the diplomacy of a country , but upon the smooth settlement of international relations. 'l' hus , whiJe thanking the
bureaucracy for their servicEs in the p f< st , the çeople in general should strive to settle certain matters smoothly on their
own initiative.
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(5)

Realization of Profound Ideal.

In conclusion , to sum up what has been said , ir comes to
this , that we should conduct ourselves for the future in the
spirit of realizing the profound ideal animating the foundation
of our country. It is often said that the way of the Japanese
is agail st humanity and justice , but r. othing is more untrue
than such a saying. The grand principle of the foundation
of Japan rests in a mission more grave and solemn than the
mere realization of even humanity and justice. This is shown
not only in the Oracle given to her grandson by AmaterasuOmikami , but also in the Imperial Rescript by Emperor Jimmu when he chose Kashiwara as tbe site of his capital , which
reads:
“ We should not only respond to the grace of the
Heavenly Founder who bestowed upon us the land but
also diffuse the will of her Grandson who fostered the
virtue of impartiality , and is it not good that we combine
the world and make a capital , and that we make a
household of the whole universe ?"
That is, it was the ideal in the foundation of our country
to diffuse the grand principle of universal brotherhood , to
make a household of the whole world , and to make all peoples enjoy their respective allotments in peace and hope. ln
order to realize this grand ideal we must endeavour to display
the concerted pow er"of the whole'people. We should never
pride ourselves on a strong military force , abundant lucrative
resources , an excellent administrative ability , or any other
power, which can only make us rest satisfied with thern so
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long as they are being used for their ultimate purpose , the
realization of the grand principle forming the foundation of
our country. Outside this grand ideal there can be, we
think , no arms , no riches , no order, no ability , and no combined effort of the nation. We should thus come home to
this consciousnfss that all our activity must be directed toward helping on the great work of diffusing the grand principle of universal brotherhook. In this way our activity will
for the first time bring forth a glory that will be ever-lasting.
And from this point of view , if there has bitherto been anything inappropriate in our attitude toward other races , we
should at once amend it and march resolutely onward with
renewed courage and eyes steadly fixed on our beacon ligh t.
If you , who listen to me , find anything you can agree with in
what has been said , let us co-operate with one another, and
hand in hand ascend toward our distant goal of the Ideal.
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